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Abstract: This paper presents a method to simultaneously acquire an 
aberration-corrected, wide field-of-view fluorescence image and a high-
resolution coherent bright-field image using a computational microscopy 
method. First, the procedure applies Fourier ptychographic microscopy 
(FPM) to retrieve the amplitude and phase of a sample, at a resolution that 
significantly exceeds the cutoff spatial frequency of the microscope 
objective lens. At the same time, redundancy within the set of acquired 
FPM bright-field images offers a means to estimate microscope aberrations. 
Second, the procedure acquires an aberrated fluorescence image, and 
computationally improves its resolution through deconvolution with the 
estimated aberration map. An experimental demonstration successfully 
improves the bright-field resolution of fixed, stained and fluorescently 
tagged HeLa cells by a factor of 4.9, and reduces the error caused by 
aberrations in a fluorescence image by up to 31%, over a field of view of 
6.2 mm by 9.3 mm. For optimal deconvolution, we show the fluorescence 
image needs to have a signal-to-noise ratio of at least ~18. 
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1. Introduction 
Bright-field imaging is one of the most popular microscope modalities. A bright-field 
microscope typically illuminates a specimen with white light and captures an image of the 
transmitted light. Bright-field image contrast offers information about sample structure [1]. In 
combination with phase contrast methods, one may quantitatively measure sample absorption, 
thickness, and dispersion [2]. Another increasingly important microscope modality in biology 
is fluorescence imaging. Fluorescence can help visualize chemical compositions and 
structures at a molecular level through appropriate labeling with fluorophores [3, 4]. By 
illuminating a tagged sample at the fluorophores’ excitation light and imaging at the 
fluorophores’ emission wavelength, biologists can easily identify labeled regions exhibiting 
chemical properties of interest. Combining a bright-field and fluorescence image allows one 
to locate fluorescing regions relative to the specimen’s underlying structure. 
In this paper, we report a method that can simultaneously generate a high-resolution, 
coherent bright-field image, along with an aberration-corrected fluorescence image, across a 
wide imaging system field-of-view (FOV). Specifically, we first improve bright-field image 
resolution using Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM), a recently developed 
computational technique that processes a sequence of images acquired under angularly 
varying illumination [5]. As a phase retrieval method, FPM also recovers the phase 
information of the sample [6], and can additionally estimate the imaging system’s aberrations 
[7]. Second, we then capture a fluorescence image using the same microscope setup, and 
correct its aberrations using the aberration map measured via FPM. Specifically, FPM outputs 
a complex aberration map in the form of a spatially varying pupil function, with which we 
compute the microscope’s spatially varying incoherent point spread function (PSF) to use in 
fluorescence image deconvolution for aberration removal. 
Due to the limitations of physical lens design, imaging systems tend to exhibit aberrations 
that vary across their FOV [8]. For wide FOV microscopes (i.e., such as those used for 
gigapixel imaging via FPM [9–13]), aberrations significantly deteriorate image quality near 
the FOV boundary. Thus, aberration correction becomes a critical step to consistently resolve 
sample features across the entire image plane [14]. As demonstrated in prior work [7], the 
coherent nature of FPM allows us to algorithmically account for the microscope’s complex 
and spatially varying aberrations using a procedure termed embedded pupil function recovery 
(EPRY). The output of the EPRY algorithm is both a high-resolution estimate of a sample’s 
amplitude and phase (i.e., the same as FPM), along with an estimate of the microscope’s pupil 
function. The same algorithm cannot be directly applied to improve fluorescence imaging 
because both FPM and EPRY only operate in coherent imaging schemes. Fluorescence is 
incoherent, so it does not change in response to angularly varying illumination. However, 
some insights from FPM and EPRY do in fact carry over to improve fluorescence resolution 
using different illumination schemes [15]. Here, we make use of the insight that the 
aberrations impacting the fluorescence image can be corrected by using the pupil function 
determined by EPRY. 
The aberration removal procedure involves deconvolution with the associated incoherent 
PSF using Tikhonov regularization. Since both the coherent bright-field and fluorescence 
images are acquired from the same microscope in quick succession and without any 
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movement, we demonstrate that this direct connection between the pupil function and 
incoherent PSF is accurate. We note that our deconvolution method is aimed at correcting the 
aberrations in the fluorescence image caused by imperfections in the imaging system. If done 
perfectly, it should allow us to render a fluorescence image at the diffraction limit of the 
system. 
This deconvolution is distinct from super-resolution deconvolution methods that can 
reconstruct information outside the passband by incorporating a-priori knowledge of sample 
structure (e.g., one consisting only of lines or points [16–19]) or an infinite SNR [20, 21]. 
Here, we are primarily concerned with imaging unknown biological samples, and thus make 
no a-priori assumptions about their structures. The combination of aberration-corrected 
fluorescence image and a high-resolution bright-field image in a large FOV format makes this 
method potentially suitable for applications, such as counting fluorescently tagged bacteria 
[22, 23], studying cell migration dynamics [24], and tracing cell lineage [25]. 
This paper is outlined in the following manner: in section 2, we describe our algorithm for 
aberration characterization and aberration removal in incoherent imaging. In section 3-4, we 
demonstrate the implementation of our algorithm in a microscope while imaging a sample of 
fluorescent beads, as well as a fixed, stained, and fluorescently tagged HeLa cell slide. We 
show that our approach corrects for spatially varying aberrations to enable accurate, wide-
field imaging. In section 5, we quantify how much fluorescence signal must be collected for a 
successful image deconvolution. Finally, we conclude by discussing the implications of our 
results. 
2. Principle of operation 
As noted above, we characterize the aberrations within our microscope setup using both FPM 
and the EPRY algorithm. Complete descriptions of these two techniques are available in 
previous publications [5, 7]. Here, we offer a short summary of each. First, FPM begins by 
capturing a series of low-resolution images under varying plane wave illumination. In this 
FPM setup, we use an LED array placed at a large distance behind the sample of interest for 
our angularly varying illumination source. For N different LEDs, we turn on one LED at a 
time and capture a unique image. For the remainder of this manuscript, we treat the light 
emitted from each LED as quasi-monochromatic and spatially coherent across the sample 
area. A detailed discussion of the requirements and impact of source coherence for FPM is in 
[26]. 
Assuming the imaged sample is thin, an angularly varying illumination source creates a 
laterally shifting sample spectrum (i.e., the Fourier transform of the complex sample) in the 
back-focal plane of the objective lens. At this plane, the finite extent of the objective lens 
aperture stop (connected to the lens NA) acts as a low-pass filter. In a conventional infinity-
corrected microscope objective lens, the extent of the aperture stop defines its cutoff spatial 
frequency, which in turn dictates its smallest resolvable feature at the image plane. By 
laterally shifting the sample spectrum via varied LED illumination and acquiring a sequence 
of limited resolution images, FPM acquires a data set that contains sufficient information to 
reconstruct an image with a wider spectrum than offered by a single image. 
However, since the sample spectrum is complex, and the image sensor can only record the 
intensity of light, extending the sample spectrum beyond the original objective lens bandpass 
using the N acquired images is not direct. To solve this inverse problem, FPM applies a phase 
retrieval reconstruction algorithm [27, 28]. Several algorithms are available [29–31] including 
standard non-linear solvers based upon alternating projections, which we utilize in this work, 
as well as more advanced techniques [32, 33]. With careful initialization, the alternating 
projection algorithm arrives at the solution with high success rate despite not having 
convergence guarantees [5–7, 12, 13, 34]. All techniques require a certain amount of 
redundancy within the acquired image set. Here, we vary the LED angles such that 
consecutive images, which correspond to uniquely windowed areas of the sample spectrum, 
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overlap by approximately 65% in the Fourier domain. Independent of the algorithm, we will 
refer to the application of phase retrieval to expand the aperture stop bandpass as Fourier 
ptychographic (FP) reconstruction. In the end, we effectively increase the NA of our system 
by the illumination NA defined via the maximum LED illumination angle [35]. 
Simultaneous to complex sample reconstruction, it is also possible to use the same set of 
FPM images to iteratively determine the microscope’s pupil function. We refer to this joint 
solver as EPRY [7]. The pupil function is a complex function that summarizes a microscope’s 
aberrations in addition to its spatial frequency bandpass as a variation in amplitude and phase 
at its aperture plane. In an aberrated microscope, each resulting image is connected to the 
product of the sample spectrum (shifted laterally for an oblique LED illumination) with the 
same pupil function, which is nonzero only within the bandpass defined by the microscope’s 
aperture. Using joint optimization, it is thus possible to simultaneously determine the pupil 
function within FP reconstruction by splitting the iterative FPM update process into two steps. 
First, EPRY may use the image data and current pupil function estimate to update the sample 
spectrum estimate at all even iterations. Then, EPRY may apply the image data and the 
current spectrum estimate to update the pupil function estimate at all odd iterations. A similar 
joint process is also used to simultaneously determine the amplitude and phase of the shifting 
probe field in X-ray ptychography [36–39], leading to a significant boost in solver accuracy. 
To account for the spatially varying aberrations across the microscope’s FOV, the captured 
images are segmented into small tiles, for which the aberrations can be considered as spatially 
invariant within each tile [5, 14]. Here, we select a tile area that is smaller than the entire 
sample, but larger than approximately 20 x 20 sensor pixels projected onto the image plane, 
which helps mitigate numerical artifacts during reconstruction. The EPRY process is simply 
applied separately to distinct image sub-tiles. Image tiling separately considers different areas 
of sample and image plane, thus allowing EPRY to determine a unique aberration function 
from each sub-region of the microscope’s FOV. 
The tile-specific pupil functions obtained from the EPRY algorithm provide an accurate 
physical model of the microscope’s coherent transfer function, as detailed in Appendix A, 
which means that one can also deduce from the pupil functions a correct aberration model for 
an incoherent imaging scheme. Given that both imaging modalities originate from within the 
same microscope at similar wavelengths and assuming no inter-image movement, the 
fluorescence image PSF is simply given by the squared magnitude of the Fourier transform of 
the pupil function [40]: 
 
21( , ) ( , ) ,m m x yh x y P f f
−  =    (1) 
where ( , )x y  represent the spatial coordinates of the image plane, ( , )x yf f  represent the 
coordinates in the aperture plane (i.e., are the Fourier conjugates of the spatial coordinates), 
( , )mh x y  is the incoherent PSF, ( , )m x yP f f  is the CTF, and 
1−  represents an inverse Fourier 
transform operation. 
Our goal is to use this information to remove the aberrations from the fluorescence image. 
We segment the fluorescence image into the same sub-tiles as in the FPM reconstruction 
process to ensure the aberration map acquired from EPRY corresponds to the same sub-
regions in the fluorescence image. We represent one tile of the fluorescent sample as 
( , )mo x y , where m stands for the m
th tile. When ( , )mo x y  is imaged by an optical system, it is 
degraded by the possibly spatially variant incoherent PSF, ( , )mh x y , before reaching the 
detector. The detected image intensity, ( , )mi x y , is further corrupted by noise, ( , )mn x y , 
originating from the sample’s background signal, shot noise, and detector noise [41]. The 
imaging process can be represented as: 
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 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ).m m m mi x y h x y o x y n x y= ∗ +  (2) 
The goal of the aberration removal in fluorescence imaging is to recover the object 
( , )mo x y  from the corrupted image signal, ( , )mi x y . In the Fourier domain, Eq. (2) is 
represented as follows: 
 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ),m x y m x y m x y m x yI f f H f f O f f N f f= ⋅ +  (3) 
where ( , )m x yI f f , ( , )m x yH f f , ( , )m x yO f f , and ( , )m x yN f f  are the Fourier transforms of 
( , )mi x y , ( , )mh x y , ( , )mo x y , and ( , )mn x y , respectively. Inverting Eq. (3) to solve for 
( , )m x yO f f  is an ill-posed problem due to the nature of ( , )m x yH f f , also known as the optical 
transfer function (OTF). Unlike the coherent transfer function, the OTF can have numerous 
zeros within its bandpass and its values are very low near the bandpass’s edges [40], which 
means that the sample information is lost or overwhelmed by noise at these spatial 
frequencies. Various inversion methods have been developed to account for this information 
loss, which typically rely upon regularization parameters [42]. Wiener deconvolution [43] is 
one method that attempts to determine an estimate, ( , )m x yO f f , for the original object signal, 
( , )m x yO f f , by the following: 
 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ),m x y m x y m x yO f f G f f I f f= ⋅  (4) 
where ( , )m x yG f f  is an inverse filter defined as: 
 
*
2
2
2
( , )
( , ) .
( , )
( , )
( , )
m x y
m x y
m x y
m x y
m x y
H f f
G f f
N f f
H f f
O f f
=
+
 (5) 
While it is reasonable to assume ( , )m x yN f f  is flat white Gaussian noise, ( , )m x yO f f  is 
hard to determine unless we have some prior knowledge of the sample’s spatial distribution. 
For simplicity, we set 
2 2
( , ) ( , )m x y m x yN f f O f f  to a constant K [41, 44], essentially 
converting ( , )m x yG f f  to a Tikhonov regularization algorithm [45]. K acts like a regularizer: 
a smaller K produces sharper details while amplifying noise in the captured image whereas a 
larger K makes the algorithm more robust to noise at the expense of details. This value is 
determined visually so that the deconvolution minimizes the background noise while 
recovering the most detail in the final image [44]. In the end, our final estimate of the original 
fluorescent object is given by: 
 
*
1
2
( , )
( , ) ( , ) .
( , )
m x y
m m x y
m x y
H f f
o x y I f f
H f f K
−
  = ⋅ + 
   (6) 
Equation (6) outputs the resulting image after Tikhonov regularization with our assumed 
noise and sample distribution model. Gaussian noise is a reasonable assumption for the noise 
in our system because we capture images with long exposures for high signal-to-noise ratio. 
However, for photon-limited settings where Poisson noise becomes severe and dominant, 
maximum likelihood deconvolution methods that assume a Poisson imaging process would be 
more suitable, such as Richardson-Lucy deconvolution [46]. We apply Eq. (6) for all the sub-
tiles to acquire a full FOV aberration-corrected fluorescence image. 
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3. Experimental demonstration on fluorescent microspheres sample 
To experimentally demonstrate both FPM and fluorescence image enhancement, we use the 
modified 4f setup diagrammed in Fig. 1. Here, the 4f arrangement consists of an f = 200 mm 
tube lens (ITL200, Thorlabs) and an f = 50 mm Nikon lens (f/1.8D AF Nikkor). We also place 
an iris at the back-focal plane of the f = 50 mm lens, as shown in Fig. 1, to allow for a user-
controllable NA. The 4f setup has an NA of NAcollection = 0.085 with an M = 3.87 
magnification. The sample is placed at the front focal plane of the f = 50 mm lens, and a CCD 
detector (pixel size 5.5 μm, Prosilica GX6600) is used to capture each image. It is able to 
capture an area of 6.2 mm by 9.3 mm on the sample plane, defined by the detector’s sensor 
size in this setup. The setup includes two illumination sources, one for each imaging modality. 
For high-resolution FPM imaging, we use an LED array placed ~80 mm behind the sample 
with 32x32 individually addressable elements (pitch size 4 mm), of which we only use a 
15x15 segment (225 images captured in total). The increase in NA provided by the LEDs is 
NAillum = 0.33. The overall system NA is NAsys = NAcollection + NAillum = 0.33 + 0.085 = 0.415, 
which is a factor of 4.9 resolution gain over the 4f setup with a single plane wave 
illumination. For fluorescence imaging, we use a separate excitation LED along with an 
appropriate emission filter that we insert in the optical path behind the iris. FPM raw images 
and the fluorescence image are captured separately. The emission filter is present only for 
capturing the fluorescence image and the FPM raw images of the same color channel, which 
ensures they both image the same spectral range. 
 
Fig. 1. The experimental setup of joint FPM-fluorescence imaging. The 4f setup has a camera 
lens, an iris at the back focal plane, and a tube lens. The filter is included only for fluorescence 
imaging and FPM imaging of the same color channel. First, raw FPM images are captured 
using varied-angle illumination provided by the LED matrix. Then, a fluorescence image is 
captured with the illumination from the excitation LED. 
As a first experimental demonstration of our algorithm pipeline, we image a sample slide 
containing both 10 μm green-fluorescing microspheres and 15 μm non-fluorescing 
microspheres (Fisher Scientific). First, we acquire 225 full FOV low-resolution images under 
variable LED illumination (< 3 seconds average exposure time). Only green LEDs are used 
for this demonstration. We focus our attention on a single image tile in Fig. 2, which 
corresponds to a 360 μm x 360 μm region located 3.8 mm away from the center of the image 
FOV. From our set of 225 low-resolution images captured under variable green LED 
illumination (in Fig. 2(a)), we apply the EPRY algorithm for 50 iterations (5 seconds per tile) 
to reconstruct the intensity and phase of the sample, along with the pupil function of the 
optical system (in Fig. 2(b)). Note, this pupil function is only valid for this particular image 
tile, and the reconstructed complex image is much sharper than the raw images due to 
resolution improvement and aberration removal. Next, we capture a green fluorescence image 
by illuminating the sample with our blue excitation LED (470 nm, Thorlabs), in Fig. 2(c) (2 
minutes exposure time). Both FPM images and the fluorescence image are captured using a 
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green band-pass filter (530 nm, 43 nm pass band) behind the iris. The fluorescence image is 
severely blurred because it is captured near the edge of the imaging system’s FOV. We can 
derive the incoherent PSF that characterizes the fluorescence image blur, ( , )mh x y , from the 
EPRY algorithm’s computed pupil function, ( , )m x yP f f , following Eq. (1). 
 
Fig. 2. Experimental reconstruction of an improved-resolution amplitude and phase image, 
along with an aberration-corrected fluorescence image, using FPM. (a) Series of low-resolution 
coherent green images captured with variable-angle illumination from an LED matrix. (b) 
EPRY is applied on the low-resolution images to generate a high-resolution, complex image of 
the sample, along with the characterization of the microscope’s pupil function. (c) The pupil 
function is converted into an incoherent PSF, which is the blur kernel induced to a fluorescence 
image by the imaging system in the same sample region. (d) The PSF is deconvolved from the 
fluorescence image using Eq. (6) to generate an aberration-corrected image. (e) The one-
dimensional profile of two beads, in the raw and deconvolved images, shows improved 
contrast and position accuracy. (f) In the overlay of FPM and fluorescence images, the 
fluorescence signal is localized with good centroid accuracy after deconvolution. 
We then deconvolve the PSF-induced blur from our fluorescence image in Fig. 2(c) using 
Eq. (6), which creates the sharp image in Fig. 2(d) (< 1 second per tile). Deconvolution 
removes many of the negative effects of lens-induced aberration. Four fluorescent beads that 
are challenging to resolve in the raw image are clearly distinguishable after deconvolution. In 
Fig. 2(e), we plot the one dimensional profile through two neighboring beads, both with raw 
and deconvolved data. This plot highlights that not only does our deconvolution improve 
image contrast, but it also locates the centroid of each bead with greater accuracy. 
Specifically, the ratio of the lower peak to the dip between each peak is 0.946 for the raw 
image and 0.526 for the deconvolved result. The raw image shows the beads’ separation 
distance is 8.5 μm, which is 15% below the bead’s diameter of 10 μm. The deconvolved 
image shows the separation of 9.9 μm, which is within the 5% tolerance value indicated 
within the beads’ manufacturing specifications. We also note that the lateral shift caused by 
the system’s aberrations is corrected for in the deconvolution result, as indicated by the shift 
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of the inter-peak dip. This is important for identifying the correct spatial correspondence 
between the high-resolution FPM image and the fluorescent sample image. 
4. FPM and fluorescence imaging of HeLa cells 
To demonstrate the benefit of combined bright-field and fluorescence imaging with a 
biological sample, we use our system to image a sample of HeLa cells stained for both 
fluorescence and bright-field. The sample is a microscope slide with 90% confluent HeLa 
cells that are fixed, stained with Wright’s stain from Fisher Scientific’s PROTOCOL Hema 3, 
and fluorescently tagged with DAPI from Life Technologies. The sample is first imaged for 
FPM reconstruction by sequentially illuminating it with the red, green, and blue channels of 
the 225 LEDs in our array. We insert a bandpass filter (460 nm, 80 nm band) to capture blue 
illumination images from within the same spectral range as DAPI’s fluorescence emission. 
Second, we capture a blue fluorescence image by illuminating the sample with a UV LED 
(365 nm, Thorlabs) at DAPI’s excitation wavelength. The sample is exposed for 21 minutes, 
which is the optimal time for the given sample and imaging setup as detailed in Section 5. We 
then reconstruct a high-resolution FPM image, along with a spatially varying pupil function, 
by repeating the EPRY algorithm on different image sub-tiles. Finally, we apply Eq. (6) to 
deconvolve each tile of the fluorescence image. 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison between (a) a raw image of a specific sample ROI shifted 4.63 mm off the 
optical axis (left), its deconvolution result (right), and (b) a raw image captured with the same 
sample ROI centered on the optical axis, im(x,y). The PSF recovered from FPM, hm(x,y), is 
deconvolved from the image to remove aberrations in (a). The result shows close resemblance 
to the image in (b), icenter(x,y), which we assume is minimally impacted by system aberrations. 
As a qualitative performance test of our deconvolution, we capture two fluorescence 
images of the same sample region of interest (ROI), shifted to two different locations within 
the optical system’s FOV. We capture one image with the ROI located at the center of the 
image FOV (i.e., along the optical axis, shown in Fig. 3(b)). In this region, we assume the 
effects of imaging system aberrations are minimal and treat this image as the ground truth for 
comparison. We could deconvolve this image with the associated PSF, which could 
potentially improve the image contrast. However, the result of Tikhonov regularization can at 
best only be an estimate of the true sample function, as given by the assumption on K in Eq. 
(6). Therefore, we do not perform deconvolution on the center image. We then capture a 
second image of the same ROI after translating the sample laterally 4.63 mm away from the 
center, as shown in Fig. 3(a). It is clear that lens aberrations more significantly impact image 
quality off the optical axis, as indicated by the blurry outlines of the DAPI-stained nuclei. The 
same sub-figure also shows the results of our deconvolution, using the incoherent PSF found 
via FPM image capture and post-processing of the same image tile. Deconvolution both 
increases the nuclei’s contrast and highlights features that are not otherwise visible in the raw 
fluorescence image to the left, such as the shape of the nuclei and their separation gaps. We 
can confirm the accuracy of our deconvolution result in Fig. 3(a) by comparing it with the 
minimally aberrated image of the same ROI in Fig. 3(b). We see close agreement between all 
deconvolved image features, with few apparent artifacts. Some “hot” pixels, visible as white 
or black dots within the raw, blurry image in Fig. 3(a), lead to ringing artifacts around each 
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after deconvolution. However, their presence does not drastically degrade the quality of the 
deconvolution image. 
 
Fig. 4. Demonstration of FPM and aberration-corrected fluorescence imaging across different 
regions of a large image FOV. (a)-(c) correspond to regions labeled in the full FOV 
fluorescence image in (d). With FPM, we improve bright-field image resolution (1st and 2nd 
column) and characterize the spatially varying pupil functions (6th column). Hot pixels and 
chromatic aberrations appearing in the low-resolution color images are suppressed and 
corrected after FPM reconstruction. We correct aberrations in the fluorescence image using 
each pupil function (3rd and 4th column). The phase gradient images from FPM can be 
combined with fluorescence data to elucidate the structures and the locations of the nuclei of 
HeLa cells (5th column). The cell membrane morphology elucidated by the phase gradient can 
differentiate between cells undergoing cytokinesis (arrow in (b)) and cells in telophase (arrow 
in (c)), which is otherwise difficult to do in the fluorescence images alone. 
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Figure 4 offers an example of combining both our resolution-improved bright-field 
imaging and fluorescence imaging capabilities within a single biological application. Here, 
similar to Fig. 3, we process low-resolution images obtained under variable-LED illumination 
using the EPRY algorithm. Prior to reconstruction, the low-resolution color images have 
severe aberrations because they are captured near the edge of the FOV. We can reconstruct 
high-resolution, aberration-corrected full-color FPM images to elucidate sharp image features, 
such as the nucleoli present in the HeLa cells’ nuclei, cell morphology via the reconstructed 
phase, and boundaries between different cells. Figure 4(d) is the full FOV fluorescence image 
of the HeLa sample, and Figs. 4(a)-4(c) correspond to zoomed-in regions of the image to 
demonstrate that we are able to obtain high resolution FPM images and aberration-corrected 
fluorescence images throughout the entire image FOV. Generating a full FOV image requires 
applying EPRY and deconvolution algorithms to individual subtiles separately (~2200 tiles, 5 
seconds per tile). We can also combine the fluorescence image with FPM data to generate a 
phase gradient image overlaid with fluorescence emission. The phase gradient + fluorescence 
images in Figs. 4(a)-4(c) show that, with the help of the cell’s structural information provided 
through the phase gradient, the fluorescent regions of HeLa cells are indeed the nuclei. It is 
also possible to distinguish cells in telophase (Fig. 4(c) arrow) from the ones in the 
cytokinesis stage of cell mitosis (Fig. 4(b) arrow), by examining the cell membrane 
morphology within the phase gradient image. This type of information is missing from 
fluorescence data alone. It is important to note that, because the aberrations in FPM and 
fluorescence imaging are corrected by functions derived from the same pupil function, we 
also observe accurate spatial correspondence (i.e., alignment) between each imaging 
modality. 
5. Quantifying the adequate amount of fluorescence signal for deconvolution 
We observe that the quality of our deconvolution results is proportional to the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) of the input images. As noted previously, Eq. (6) is based on Gaussian noise 
model; thus, applying it on an image dominated by Poisson noise will not result in successful 
deconvolution. It is important to investigate at what SNR level our method can start yielding 
accurate deconvolved images. Although we can image the DAPI fluorescence dye (used to 
stain our HeLa cells in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) for an extended period of time without 
photobleaching to obtain a high SNR, many fluorescence dyes are not as robust [1, 3]. For a 
weakly fluorescing sample (e.g. low fluorophore concentration), one needs to extend the 
detector exposure time and runs into the risk of photobleaching the sample before the end of 
an image capturing process. Thus, the system’s parameters need to be adjusted appropriately 
to image the sample before photobleaching occurs. Also, to our knowledge, this is the first 
published work to demonstrate deconvolution of fluorescence images with the aberration 
function derived from an iterative computational method using coherent microscopy. All 
aforementioned reasons prompted us to conduct further analysis on our deconvolution 
method. In the following paragraphs, we systematically analyze how an imaging system’s 
parameters play a role in the fluorescence image capturing process and quantify how much 
fluorescence signal is required for our system to offer good deconvolution results. 
In a CCD detector, photons hitting the sensor generate electrons in each pixel. In the 
readout process, the number of electrons are converted into a discrete photon count value, S, 
by a gain factor, g. S includes various kinds of noise, σs, such as dark current, read noise, 
quantization noise, and shot noise [47]. The per-pixel SNR is then given by: 
 SNR .
s
S
σ
=  (7) 
We assume shot noise, which originates from the quantum nature of light, to be the 
dominant noise and ignore others for simplicity of our analysis. Further assuming our CCD’s 
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gain to be g = 1, S is directly related to σs by: s Sσ =  [47], where S  is the average pixel 
count. Thus, SNR increases with an increase in signal value (i.e. SNR S S= ). 
To determine a threshold SNR of fluorescence signal needed for successful deconvolution, 
we capture multiple fluorescence images of the region in Fig. 3 (i.e. 4.63mm away from 
center), each with a different exposure time. An increase in exposure time leads to an increase 
in S registered by our detector’s pixels for the fluorescent nuclei of HeLa cells. Since each 
HeLa nucleus has a different fluorescence signal level due to different amount of bound DAPI 
molecules, we select one representative HeLa nucleus within the ROI for quantifying signals 
in this study. Specifically, we use a small uniform region within the nucleus, as indicated by 
the yellow box in Fig. 5(b), to calculate average SNR values. As we vary the exposure time, t, 
from 45 seconds to 37.5 minutes, SNR varies from 3.46 to 24.16. We then deconvolve each 
variable exposure image ( ; )mi tu  via Eq. (6) with the same deconvolution filter to create a set 
of sharpened reconstructions, ( ; )mo tu . We compare each of these sharpened images to a 
reference image, center ( )i u , created again by centering the same image ROI along the optical 
axis. We assume this centered image is a minimally aberrated, and thus a useful comparison 
benchmark. It has a much greater SNR (SNR = 41.14) compared to the off-center images. 
Note that ( ; )mo tu  is the estimate of the sample function, ( )mo u , and center ( )i u  is the 
convolution of ( )mo u  with the incoherent PSF of the center FOV (which is only minimally 
aberrated), center ( )h u , as given by Eq. (2) (assuming center ( ) 0n ≈u  for a high SNR). We do not 
apply Tikhonov regularization to center ( )i u  to obtain ( )centero u  because ( )centero u  would at best 
only be an estimation for the true sample function ( )mo u , especially without the knowledge 
of the sample’s spatial frequency distribution, ( , )m x yO f f , and the exact noise distribution, 
( , )m x yN f f , as indicated in Eq. (5). Thus, we treat center ( )i u  as the ground truth in our 
analysis. In order to quantify the accuracy of ( ; )mo tu , we convolve ( ; )mo tu  with center ( )h u  to 
generate ( ; )mi tu  for appropriate quantitative comparison between the estimated and the 
ground truth sample function. We then compare each ( ; )mi tu  with center ( )i u  by computing 
their normalized mean square error (NMSE) [48], which is a function of exposure time, t: 
 
2
center
2
center
( ) ( ; )
NMSE( ) .
( )
t mi i tt
i
α−
=


u
u
u u
u

 (8) 
Here, ( , )x y=u , and tα  is given by: 
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 (9) 
which allows for NMSE metric to be invariant to a constant multiplicative factor between 
images being compared. 
For a quantitative validation of the improvement in image quality after our deconvolution 
algorithm, we also calculate the NMSE between the raw away-from-center images, ( ; )mi tu , 
and the reference image, center ( )i u . As shown in Fig. 5, the deconvolved images are able to 
consistently provide lower NMSE values than do the raw images, with NMSE reduced by 
31% in the plateau region (NMSE = 0.0057 versus 0.0087). Both plots start to plateau at 
about t = 21 min, at which the SNR in the raw captured image is SNR = 18.1. We set this as 
the adequate SNR value of a fluorescence image for successful deconvolution. 
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We then quantify how much fluorescence a sample needs to emit for our particular 
imaging system to obtain the adequate SNR image. This quantity can guide the sample 
preparation process and the imaging system setup so that the sample’s bound fluorophore 
concentration level and the imaging system’s parameters are made suitable for successful 
fluorescence image deconvolution. Assuming that the DAPI fluorophores in the nucleus of 
interest emit n photons per area isotropically (i.e. spherical wavefront from each point on the 
nucleus), the proportion entering our system, n·m, with the given numerical aperture, NA, can 
be determined by calculating how much fraction of the spherical area is captured by the 
system. NA limits the light acceptance angle and results in capturing a section of the sphere, a 
spherical cap [49]. The ratio of the spherical cap to the total spherical area is equal to 
2
i(1 1 (NA / ) ) / 2m n= − − , where ni is the index of refraction of the medium between the 
sample and the imaging lens. For our system, ni = 1, so it is omitted in subsequent 
calculations. The photons reach our CCD detector and are converted into electrons with the 
conversion ratio determined by the quantum efficiency, q (q = 46% at λ = 470 nm for our 
system). With the magnification of our imaging system, M = 3.87, CCD gain assumed to be g 
= 1, and the pixel area, p = 30.25 μm2, the output signal for a pixel is given by: 
 
2(1 1 NA ) .
2
nmpq npqS
M M
− −
= =  (10) 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Normalized mean square error (NMSE) of the raw, ( ; )
m
i tu , and deconvolved 
image, ( ; )
m
i tu , in Fig. 3(a) is plotted against the detector exposure time. Higher exposure is 
equivalent to higher SNR of the captured image. NMSE starts to plateau for both raw and 
deconvolved images after about 21 min of exposure (raw image SNR = 18.1) as indicated by 
the green broken line, with the deconvolved image’s NMSE = 0.0057 being 31% lower than 
the raw image’s NMSE = 0.0083. (b) Example images of the ROI used for this study. The 
reference image is generated by centering the ROI and capturing with our imaging system. We 
use the area inside the small yellow box to quantify the SNR. Raw images are captured with 
varying exposure time (45 sec and 21 min shown here) while the ROI is 4.63 mm away from 
the center. We use the same small area in each raw image to quantify its SNR. Deconvolved 
images are generated by applying Eq. (6) to the raw images. Longer exposure provides better 
SNR images and deconvolution results. 
We look at a uniform region within a HeLa nucleus, so S S= . Thus, our average SNR 
is given by: 
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2(1 1 NA )SNR .
2
S pqn
MS
− −
= =  (11) 
Rearranging for n, we find: 
 2
2
2SNR .
(1 1 NA )
Mn
pq
=
− −
 (12) 
Substituting the values for our system parameters, the number of photons per area required 
for an adequate SNR in our system is n = 50400 photons/μm2. This condition allows for our 
deconvolution algorithm to achieve an accurate result with a low NMSE value. The 
fluorescent sample needs to be exposed for an adequate amount of time to satisfy the n 
requirement. For a sample that cannot provide this much signal either due to photobleaching 
or restrictions on exposure time, the system parameters need to be adjusted appropriately 
according to Eq. (11) to achieve a similar SNR level. 
6. Discussion and conclusion 
In summary, we have developed an FPM system capable of generating a wide-field, 
aberration-corrected fluorescence image with correct spatial correspondence to the high-
resolution FPM image. It utilizes the spatially varying pupil function from EPRY algorithm to 
correct for the aberrations in the fluorescence image. The resulting color intensity image, 
phase image, and the fluorescence image can be combined to provide multiple layers of 
information about the sample’s morphology, chemical properties, and functions. The wide 
FOV fluorescence and high-resolution bright-field image can be beneficial to various 
biological imaging studies including, but not limited to, cell lineage tracing, counting bacteria, 
and cell migration. For imaging scenarios requiring the use of a higher NA objective lens, the 
same algorithm may be used with the FPM setup adjusted accordingly by simply varying the 
distance of the LED matrix to the sample to allow for steeper angles of illumination, as 
demonstrated in [35]. 
The advantages of this aberration-removal method with the same pupil function from FPM 
over other deconvolution methods are the following: 1) deconvolution by the PSF obtained 
from FPM allows for proper overlap between the fluorescence image and the FPM image. 
This is important when overlaying the two images, especially when the pupil function has 
large asymmetric aberrations in different regions of the FOV. Asymmetric aberrations cause a 
noticeable lateral shift in the images. Since the presented deconvolution method uses the 
incoherent PSF determined directly from the pupil function obtained from EPRY, both the 
fluorescence image and FPM’s high-resolution coherent image can be corrected for 
aberrations with the same amount of lateral shift. Other deconvolution methods that do not 
use the pupil function characterized by FPM, such as blind deconvolution, would not be able 
to generate a corrected image with the proper lateral shift because the methods do not account 
for the absolute location of the image [50], meaning that the deconvolved image can have any 
arbitrary lateral shift as its solution. Without the same lateral shift for FPM and fluorescence 
images, the direct overlay of the images will not have the correct spatial correspondence 
between them. 2) Because the system can characterize the PSF of the fluorescence image, one 
can refer to the vast amount of literatures on non-blind deconvolution methods to deconvolve 
the aberrations from the image. Various high-fidelity and noise-robust methods, such as [51, 
52], can be implemented once the PSF is known. 3) The aberration correction method can be 
easily implemented in other fluorescence imaging setups since the pupil characterization by 
FPM only requires an attachment of an LED matrix to the existing microscope setup. For 
example, the recent development of the pattern-illumination Fourier ptychography for high-
resolution fluorescence imaging [15] can benefit from the aberration correction of the 
fluorescence images prior to the reconstruction process because the technique does not correct 
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for spatially varying aberrations during the reconstruction. The addition of our aberration-
correction method to the system will enable high-resolution, wide-field fluorescence imaging 
that can complement the coherent FPM imaging at a more comparable resolution scale. 
One major disadvantage of this fluorescence imaging schematic is that the setup can only 
work for thin samples. It cannot do sectioning of thick samples (e.g., unlike confocal 
microscopy and light sheet microscopy) because FPM currently only works in the thin sample 
regime [35]. The regime corresponds to ~4.5 μm given our system’s parameters, which is 
suitable for imaging HeLa cells, which are about 2 μm thick [53]. If there are fluorescence 
signals on multiple layers of the sample or if the sample is thick, the system will not be able to 
properly characterize the pupil function and correct the images. For multi-layer samples, the 
multi-slice FPM approach [54] is a possible solution for this problem. Another minor 
disadvantage of our schematic is that we are only able to correct for red, green, and blue 
fluorescence signals due to the limited number of color channels in our LED matrix. This can 
be addressed by using broad-spectrum LEDs or other light sources and inserting appropriate 
band-pass filters of desired wavelengths for acquiring FPM images. Fluorescence of various 
wavelengths can then be corrected with the aberration maps characterized at respective 
wavelengths. 
Appendix A: crosschecking EPRY with an alternative pupil recovery method 
 
Fig. 6. The variations in experimental setup for comparing the two different pupil function 
recover methods. (a) Collimated light source illuminates the sample perpendicularly, and the 
sample is brought to different defocus planes in the defocus diversity-based pupil recovery 
method. (b) LEDs of varied illumination angles act as the light source in FPM setup. EPRY 
algorithm jointly solves for the sample spectrum and the pupil function using sample images 
captured under different LED illumination angles. 
It is necessary to verify that EPRY is able to recover a physically accurate model of the 
microscope’s pupil function. Although [7] shows that EPRY algorithm converges to the actual 
pupil function in computer simulations, it only demonstrates the algorithm’s robustness in 
experiments via visual inspection of reconstructed sample images. Here, we proceed to 
confirm that it converges to the correct pupil function in real imaging situations by comparing 
the generated pupil function with that obtained from another pupil function recovery method. 
We crosscheck EPRY with an alternative method capable of characterizing spatially varying 
aberrations of an imaging system as described in [14]. Its principle is based on a phase-
retrieval technique on a sample via phase diversity introduced by imaging the sample at 
various defocus planes [55–57]. The basic procedure is as follows. The sample has identical 
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targets, such as microspheres, distributed uniformly across the imaging FOV. A target at the 
center of the FOV is considered to be minimally aberrated by the imaging system. Its complex 
function obtained via the phase retrieval technique is therefore treated as the ground truth of 
the target’s complex field. The aberration function of any region of the imaging system’s 
FOV can be recovered using the defocus image stack of a target in that certain area and the 
target’s ground truth. The aberration function with a given number of parameters can be 
optimized for those parameters with a pattern search algorithm by minimizing the difference 
between the measured defocus image stack and a simulated defocus stack. The latter is 
generated by applying the aberration function on the ground truth target and propagating at 
the same defocus planes as the measured stack. The aberration function that minimizes the 
difference provides an accurate description of the pupil function in that region of the imaging 
system’s FOV. 
For an experimental implementation of this method, we use the same modified 4f setup 
diagrammed in Fig. 1 without the excitation LED. We replace the LED array with a 
collimated green LED beam to illuminate the sample at a perpendicular angle for this 
procedure, as shown in Fig. 6(a). 
 
Fig. 7. Full FOV image of a sample of microspheres with associated pupil functions in 3 
different sub-regions. The red box indicates the pupil function recovered by EPRY while the 
blue box stands for defocus diversity-based pupil function recovery method. The two pupil 
estimation methods correlate well throughout different regions of the FOV. 
We use a microscope slide sample consisting of uniformly distributed 3 μm and 15 μm 
diameter microspheres (Fisher Scientific) immersed in oil and sealed with a coverslip as our 
target. The sample is brought to 17 different defocus planes, zΔ  away from the focal plane of 
the microscope, where zΔ  ranges from −400 μm to +400 μm with 50 μm steps. We select a 3 
μm diameter bead at the center of the microscope’s FOV as the ground truth and apply the 
defocus diversity phase retrieval process to obtain its complex function. We choose one 3 μm 
bead from different regions in the microscope’s FOV, and apply the aforementioned pattern 
search optimization algorithm to determine the pupil functions in those regions. We optimize 
the pupil functions for 8 parameters corresponding to the first, second, third, and fourth order 
Zernike modes, which are namely x-tilt, y-tilt, x-astigmatism, y-astigmatism, defocus, x-
coma, y-coma, and spherical aberration. 
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The experimental setup for EPRY is as follows. The setup is identical as above except for 
a 32x32 individually addressable RGB LED array (4 mm pitch) replacing the collimated light 
source, as shown in Fig. 6(b). We place the LED array ~80 mm below the sample, and use a 
15x15 segment in the acquisition process (225 images captured in total). Only green LEDs 
were used for this procedure. We segment the full FOV into sub-tiles, and reconstruct both the 
pupil function and the high-resolution sample function specific to each tile. In agreement with 
our assumption, the central FOV shows minimal aberrations. For accurate comparisons 
between the two aberration characterization methods, we normalize all the pupil functions 
obtained by EPRY by the center tile’s pupil function. We compare these to the pupil functions 
in corresponding regions obtained from the defocus diversity method, of which 3 pairs are 
plotted in Fig. 7. We only include the second, third, and fourth order Zernike modes in this 
comparison. The first order Zernike modes, namely the x-tilt and y-tilt, merely produce lateral 
shifts in a captured image, so they are not considered as aberrations. 
We observe that the recovered pupil functions from the two methods correlate well across 
the FOV. Slight discrepancies can be attributed to imperfections in the collimation of LED 
and misalignment between the sample’s defocus axis and the microscope’s optical axis in Fig. 
6(a)’s setup. We conclude that the pupil function generated by EPRY is an accurate physical 
description of the imaging system, which can be subsequently appropriated for fluorescence 
imaging. 
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